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yama is a robot who volunteers to be the leader of big hero 6, due to his ability to
express emotions. he is the first to appear in the series, followed by baymax and
then hiro. in the episode, he is seen as the source of trouble for big hero 6, but he

is more of a comic relief figure, especially to hiro, and is a bit of a nerd. he was
designed by his creator, an inventor named kurtim. he is a large, robot-shaped

overweight sugary-sweet green robot who is programmed with personality traits
and is capable of expressing emotions. when hiro mentioned that big hero 6

needed a leader, yama volunteered to take on the role. when yama is brought to
the hospital, he steals a security camera and watches hiro and baymax on the
street and threatens them with a note that reads "hiro, i'll come for you if you

keep going after my son." this causes him to go in his home and have a long rant
where he says the only reason he didn't have his revenge is that he knew baymax

and hiro would come back, and that he could never defeat them. he decides to
continue working with baymax, but he also intends to have revenge on hiro and
baymax. yama also goes to find the little kids and tells baymax to build him a

robot to replace him as he knows that baymax will upgrade it the next day. the
next day, the kids are gathered and baymax reveals that the upgrade will cost
$50,000. yama orders trevor to make another robot that can defeat hiro and

baymax and that his name will be devastator. baymax however refuses to fight his
old rival and says he has "loved" him but doesn't want to fight him anymore.

trevor then decides that baymax is the leader of the team and orders everyone to
follow him. baymax then calls hiro and talks with him, telling him to not attack
yama alone. hiro then calls wasabi and the two begin to fight yama's minions.
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yama returns to his
house and quickly works
on a new robot as trevor
tells him that the kids are
on their way. yama then
looks at his new weapon,

big yama, with pride.
meanwhile, at the lab,

the kids arrive and collect
the $50,000, as the gang

is fighting yama's
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minions. yama sends the
minions at the kids and
sends big yama after

them. meanwhile, trevor
sends wasabi, go go and
honey lemon to fight him.

the kids work on their
new robot and baymax is
on it as it is getting ready
to go. baymax, however,

tells hiro that he has
come to a decision and
tells him that he won't
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fight yama anymore. hiro
then says that he won't
allow baymax to fight if

that is his decision.
baymax says he is tired

of fighting, which
surprises hiro, as he

always believed he was
the better robot. baymax

then mentions that he
got tired of fighting, and

now he wants to live
peacefully and have the
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kids be with him. hiro is
then shown watching his
robot fight with yama's

minions as they send him
a message asking if he'll

destroy them. as the
fight begins, big yama
arrives and knocks out
the two children. the

team then arrives and
they continue to fight

yama's minions,
including trengrove, who
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is there with the four
other completed robots.
go go tomago uses his
laser to cut off one of
yama's arms, while

wasabi fires a rocket
launcher at his other one.

yama and his thugs
continue to send hiro on

various missions,
sometimes to complete
missions at his own cost
to collect the money, and
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even gave him a fraction
of the total payment, in

order to keep him
motivated. this is until he

finally completed the
mission, but the money
he collected could not
cover the rest of the

costs. the next day, yama
continues to demand hiro
to find the sculpture and
still refuse to give back

baymax. however, one of
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his thugs thought that
the boy was a potential

threat and became a spy
for yama by reporting

hiro to the police, so that
he could have a

conversation with him.
when hiro asked baymax

for help, baymax tells
him that he's now in a
state of fear, since he's

still in a frightening
situation. hiro is then
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given a choice, to either
go on a quest or have his

robot repaired.
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